
Improve the efficiency of your underwriting by replacing traditional GP Reports (GPR) with Munich Re’s           
MIRApply. Our cloud-based solution can help reduce the time and effort needed to underwrite reports by up to 90% 
by collecting GPRs in a structured and digitalised format.

MIRApply helps bridge the existing gap in the digitalisation of the underwriting process. The cloud-based application 
can help reduce the time and effort needed to underwrite report through collecting medical evidence in a structured 
and digitalised format. It allows new possibilities for product design through analytics and learning. 

MIRApply speeds up the GPR process by introducing a direct dialogue with GPs. A MIRA-based online report is 
generated for the GP to complete, capturing risk-relevant information, thereby significantly reducing the time for 
the GP to complete the report. In addition, the underwriter no longer needs to evaluate handwritten or unstructured 
medical reports. Instead, the risk-relevant information is received in a structured format with a MIRA-based 
underwriting decision.

MIRApply Physician
Digitalise the process for requesting, creating and evaluating GP reports in the insurance application process.

How MIRApply Physician works 
Digitalising the underwriting journey
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Shorter processing times: The time taken to obtain and process information from GPs is reduced by 
up to 90%. Leading to increased opportunity to convert customers through faster.

MIRA-based decisions: 98% of MIRA conditions covered. Users receive reliable risk assessments 
based on the continuously updated Munich Re underwriting philosophy (MIRA), which is continuously 
updated to market standard.  

Access to data analytics: Digitalised data forms the basis for improved portfolio and risk analyses. 
These greater insights can help an insurer secure a competitive advantage. 

Stringent privacy standards: Meets data protection and security standards through an access
protected website.

Straightforward implementation: Power to intergrade seamlessly into existing insurer systems. No 
effort required for GPs to implement IT systems as access is through a secure website.

Proven success: MIRApply is live with 10 insurers in Germany, with an average return rate of 68% 
by GPs.

Why choose MIRApply Physician?

Contact us 
Speak with our expert to find out more 
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